INTRODUCTION
The question of whether inferences of utility for management
purposes can be drawn from catch-at-age information for Southern
Hemisphere minke whales has been in dispute in the Scientific
Committee of the International Whaling Commission for the last
two decades. Some 20 years ago, predispositions towards an M
(natural mortality rate) value of about 0.lyr-l, based on an
interspecific relationship between M and maximum male length
for cetaceans put forward by Ohsumi (1979a), led to the inference
from these data (specifically from the slope of the descending limb
of the catch curve -a plot of the log of catch numbers against age which exceeded the value then used for M by about 0.04yr-l) that
this minke whale population had been increasing prior to
exploitation (e.g. Ohsumi, 1979b). This, together with other
evidence which at that time was considered to point in the same
direction (e.g. minke whale earplug transition phase analyses
which suggested a decline in the age at maturity prior to

exploitation; Masaki, 19796), contributed to the theory that
Southern Hemisphere minke whales had increased prior to the
start of (substantial) minke whale exploitation off Antarctica in the
early 1970s. This inferred increase in numbers (and drop in the
age at sexual maturity) was seen as a plausible response to the
additional food made available to krill feeders through the earlier
large reduction in numbers of other Antarctic whale species -the
blue whale in particularby excessive harvests. Indeed, at the end of
the 1970s, the IWC Scientific Committee had stated this as an
established fact (IWC, 1980, pp.50, 99).
In the early 1980s, inferences from these catch-at-age data
were used as a basis to estimate productivity levels and hence
recommend sustainable catches for Southern Hemisphere minke
whales (e.g. IWC, 1983, p.93). However, in a watershed debate at
the Scientific Committee’s 1984 meeting (IWC, 1985, pp.41, 778), it was agreed that the productivity estimates forthcoming from
the two methods in use at that time to analyse the catch-at-age
information
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The reality of this decline was subsequently called into question (e.g. Cooke. 1985a)

although more recent analyses using a longer time-series of data have strengthened
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the case that a real decline did occur (e.g. Butterworth et al.. 1997).
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should be rejected. These conclusions were reached primarily on
the basis of contributions by de la Mare (1985a; b), which
showed that the methods could produce unreliable results if
minke whale natural mortality was age-dependent, and also
argued that the high slope of the minke whale catch curve for
large ages was plausibly attributed to an increasing natural
mortality with age.
During that same period, Sakuramoto and Tanaka (1985;
1986) developed a multi-cohort model for the analysis of these
catch-at-age data, the results from which suggested preexploitation annual rates of increase in recruitment of 3-4%.
However, Cooke (1985b) countered that the values estimated
were entirely dependent on certain assumptions made for the
computations, such as the value used for natural mortality M.
Further reservations raised about the approach (including the
confounding of interpretation of the data by possible trends in
selectivity-at-age) are recorded in IWC (1986, pp. 41, 68) and
IWC (1987, pp.40, 69, 80-1).
In 1987, following the imposition of a moratorium on
commercial whaling by the IWC, Japan proposed a feasibility
study (see IWC, 1989b) for what came to be called the ‘Japanese
Whale Research Programme under Special Permit in the
Antarctic’ or JARPA. The Convention governing the IWC makes
allowance for national Governments to issue such permits for
catches of whales for scientific research purposes (e.g. see
Donovan, 1992). JARPA incorporated both catches and sighting
surveys of minke whales, which were to take place each austral
summer season in the Antarctic, alternately in Areas IV and V
(700E-130oE and 130°E-170°W, respectively, see Donovan,
1991). After two seasons of feasibility studies, JARPA proper
commenced in Area IV in the 1989/90 season.
The primary purpose of JARPA was stated to be the
estimation of the age-specific natural mortality of minke whales.
This was to be achieved by obtaining representative samples of
the age structure of the population through random sampling,
combined with systematic sighting surveys. The programme was
motivated on the argument that the main reason the Scientific
Committee had failed to reach agreement in immediately
preceding years on catch limit recommendations for Southern
Hemisphere minke whales, had been its inability to agree upon
the value of natural mortality and its age-specific patterns (IWC,
1988, p.139).
The validity of this argument was contested at the 1987
meeting of the Scientific Committee, as was the ability of the
methodology proposed to estimate natural mortality (see IWC,
1988, pp.55-7, 139-49). Key contributions to these opposing
views were provided by de la Mare (1989), who showed that
simultaneous estimation of a time series of recruitment rates and
age-dependent mortality rates was not possible from catch-at-age
data alone. Further, de la Mare (1990) argued that even if, in
addition, annual abundance estimates with a CV of 0.15 could be
achieved, JARPA would not provide estimates of natural
mortality sufficiently precise to determine historical recruitment
trends or refine sustainable yield prediction, even if continued for
30 years. It may seem surprising to readers familiar with the
behaviour of Virtual Population Analyses (VPAs) of catch-at-age
data for fish stocks that historic (in contrast to recent) trends in
recruitment are not automatically well determined because of the
backwards convergence property of VPA. The reason is that such
backwards convergence requires that the cumulative fishing
mortality over the whole life-span of a cohort is reasonably high,
but Southern Hemisphere minke whales have been too lightly
exploited for this to be the case.

This dispute as to the utility of catch-at-age information, and
particularly the further such information which has become
available through JARPA’s lethal sampling (without which
information on ages cannot be obtained), for drawing inferences
about the population dynamics of Southern Hemisphere minke
whales, has continued unresolved to the present (see IWC, 1989a,
pp.37-8; IWC, 1990, pp.64-6; IWC, 1991, pp.72-4; IWC, 1992a,
p.73; IWC, 1992b, pp.263-4; IWC, 1995a, pp.81-2; and further
papers referenced therein).
Butterworth and Punt (1990) entered this debate with the
demonstration that, at least deterministically, the provision of
further catch-at-age data through JARPA could resolve whether or
not there had been an historic increasing trend in minke whale
recruitment, given temporal invariance of selectivity-at-age (above
a certain age) and natural mortality-at-age. Essentially this follows
because an increasing recruitment trend cannot continue
indefinitely, so that the large slope of the descending limb of the
catch curve will decrease in time if there was an historic increase,
but will remain unchanged if it reflects only age-specific natural
mortality and selectivity effects. Butterworth and Punt (1990) used
simulated age-structure data from a generalised operating model to
assess the likely precision with which a crude VPA-like approach
might be able to estimate such a possible historic increase rate.
They concluded that it would be unable to discriminate an annual
increase rate of 4% from zero even after 25 years of data.
However, improvements to their estimator developed in Bergh et
al. (1991a; b) gave more promising results, and they suggested
moving to estimator tests based on the actual catch-at-age data
available (from both JARPA and earlier commercial whaling).
In taking up this last suggestion, Butterworth et al. (1996) also
introduced an ADAPT (Gavaris, 1988) approach for the joint
analysis of catch-at-age and abundance survey data for these minke
whales. A key feature of their implementation was to group the
catch-at-age data into cells including a number of years and of ages
- combinations of three years and three ages were chosen -to
handle the problem of small sample sizes and (essentially by
transformation of the time variable) to reduce the catch-at-age
matrix to a size (in terms of these new ‘age’ groups) typical of that
considered in most age-data-based fishery assessments.
Shortcomings of the Butterworth et al. (1996) approach were
that it involved external specification of selectivity-at-age values
for the most recent year analysed, and also that it assumed an
absence of sampling variability in the catch-at-age data for that
same year. This led to poor performance of the estimator, as
demonstrated by the results of retrospective analysis7 in
Butterworth and Punt (1996), who therefore extended the original
approach to estimate the selectivity-at-age vector for the scientific
permit catches directly from the data, and to account for sampling
variability, by assuming separability of the fishing mortality matrix
for the period of the scientific catches. This led to greatly improved
results on retrospective analysis.
This paper takes that extension yet further, by admitting
separability for the fishing mortality matrix for the commercial
catch above a certain age as well. It also takes
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Retrospective analysis involves repeating assessments using only the
data available up to some earlier year. and checking whether or not
estimated trends in, say. recruitment remain similar to those of the current
assessment (thus reflecting acceptable performance) rather than
evidencing systematic deviations.
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Fig. 2 also includes the results of a retrospective analysis,
showing recruitment trend estimates based on data available up
to 1992 only and to 1989 only. There are no indications

22
This statistic is described as approximate because the resultant inferences fail to
take into account that absolute abundance estimates and relative abundance indices
are also fitted in the estimation process.
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associated mechanism immediately suggests itself: M is
density dependent, increasing as the population size grows.
As noted above then, this suggests an even faster historic
rate of increase in recruitment than estimated when
assuming M to be time-independent, rather than that there
was no such increase.

Precision
Bootstrap estimates of precision have been calculated
based on 100 replicates. The resultant 90% confidence
intervals for the five key statistics identified above for the
base-case Area IV assessment are shown in Table 9, with
the associated recruitment trend plot with confidence
intervals in Fig. 5. A
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THE POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENT IN
ESTIMATION PERFORMANCE FOR AREA IV
GIVEN FURTHER DATA

Methods
Addressing this issue by means of simulation testing requires the
development of an operating model of the actual underlying
resource dynamics, from which (pseudo) data can be generated to
which estimators are then applied to assess their statistical
properties. Sensibly, such a model must be consistent with
(‘conditioned upon’) existing data.
The base-case operating model chosen for this exercise reflects
the population parameter sets estimated by a variant of the basecase estimator applied to 100 replicate pseudo datasets generated
by the bootstrap procedure described above. The estimator variant
used is deliberately chosen to be more complex than the base-case
estimator itself, so as to better test this estimator for robustness to
reasonable deviations from its assumptions that could apply in
practice. Thus, this variant:
(i) assumes M varies linearly with age a to a = 29 (and is constant
thereafter), in contrast to the base-case estimator’s
assumption of independence of a;
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clearly demonstrated by Fig. 10. This last Figure shows
confidence intervals for relative recruitments for Area IV as
estimated by the base-case estimator, but conditional on that
estimator’s best estimate of an age-independent value of M =
0.057yr-l. Note that these intervals are relatively narrow, and in
particular much reduced compared to those in Fig. 5 which also
incorporate uncertainty in the estimate of M. The availability of
catch-at-age data for this population thus allows for the provision
of a much finer probe for the investigation of possible links of
environmental factors to minke whale reproductive success (and
hence population ‘health’) than would survey estimates of total
abundance alone.
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Appendix
SPECIFICATION OF THE CATCH-AT -AGE MATRICES

